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Actions and minutes LLCP Steering Group 

Meeting 29/06/2021 
 

What?  Actions and minutes LLCP steering group meeting  

 

When?  Mon 29/06/2021, 15:00 - 16:30 

 

Where? Microsoft Teams meeting  
 

Who?  Ian Russell, London Borough of Enfield 

 Jamie Kukadia, London Borough of Enfield 

 John Clayton, London Borough of Waltham Forest 

 Pankit Shah, London Borough of Haringey 

 Kayan Cheng, London Borough of Hackney  

 Stuart Dunlop, London Borough of Hackney 

 Dave Trew, London Borough of Hackney 

 Niamh Massey, London Borough of Hackney 

 Joe Barton, Environment Agency 

 Richard James, Environment Agency 

 John Bryden, Thames21 

 Tim Beech, Thames Water 

 Matthew Frith, London Wildlife Trust 

 Timothy Mulligan, CRT  

 Rebecca Turnpenney, Thames21 

 Jessica van Grootveld, Thames21 

 Thomas Bellamy, RSPB 

 

 

List of actions 

No. What? Who? When? 

1 Submit completed, ongoing and future 

partnership projects onto catchment action 

plan (Action Tab on Story Map) using the 

Project Submission Form 

All  Ongoing action 

2 Let Rebecca know which 2 to 3 projects 

you’d like to showcase in the story map 

under ‘project highlights’ + share a photo of 

these projects 

All By 20-07-2021 

3 Share info with the partners about the 

‘Restoring Enfield Rivers and Connecting 

Communities’ project. Also, send link around 

for blue and green strategy and urban 

wetland design guide. 

Ian ASAP 

https://survey123.arcgis.com/share/fdee1f61f2ae445b8f58a1ed26ef7883
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4 Let John B. know if you have any projects 

that you need help with from a community 

engagement perspective:  Volunteering 

works, Nature prescribing works or/and 

Community engagement with blue/green 

infra. 

 

There is some funding available to support 

local authorities with this in the coming year. 

All - 

5 Organise Love the Lea day Rebecca and Jessica ASAP (will 

probably take 

place in Sept) 

6 Introduce Rebecca and Jessica to 

engagement team at CRT about equality, 

inclusion and diversity. We can potentially 

co-organise a workshop. 

Timothy ASAP 

7 Share EA toolkit for community demographic 

with partners, and to feedback on information 

regarding which groups are 

underrepresented in toolkit.  

Richard Once this is 

available to share 

8 Need to find out if we can upload minutes 

from meetings to story maps to increase 

transparency. Alternative would be to upload 

them on to T21 website. 

Rebecca July 2021 

9 Share water quality modelling website from 

Enfield with Stuart. 

John Bryden ASAP 

10 Send around dates for Riverfly Monitoring 

training when she has them 

Jessica ASAP 

11 Share Thames Water newsletter with 

partners once received. 

Jessica ASAP 

12 Email Cath’s updates to all. Jessica ASAP 

13 Send photos of Sherry’s Wharf project for 

story map. 

Timothy September 

14 Organise a separate meeting to talk about 

water quality in Hackney. 

Rebecca ASAP 

15 Send invites to next two catchment 

partnership meetings. 

Rebecca ASAP 

16 Finalise first draft of London Lea Story Map Rebecca August 2021 

No. Item 

1 Welcome and introductions  

 Start with round of introductions. 

 Confirm everyone comfortable with recording. 

 Apologies from Phoebe (ZSL) and Cath (LVRPA). 

 Talking through agenda items. 
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 Great to have everyone here at this wider London Lea Catchment Partnership 

meeting. 

 Action: Everyone send updates in email to Jessica for more elaborate updates 

2 List of actions previous meeting 

 Key Action: Project submission form as is a rolling action. 

 Action: Haven’t heard back from everyone about 2-3 projects like to showcase. 

 John C: Just developing detailed designs on Waltham Forest projects- by next 

meeting should have information to circulate. 

 Action: Ian to send email link on project. 

 Action: Let John B know if you need help with community engagement- Hackney 

and WF? Have had engagement with Haringey. 

 Long term action: Organise Love the Lea day- possibly Albany park- wider forum 

meeting, inviting community groups. Rebecca to set up meeting. Idea to bring 

together community groups for a site visit, networking, etc.  

 Ian: Could combine Lea Valley Partnership meeting and Love the Lea day.  

 John C: May not be manageable with all those people, give some thought. 

3 Update from catchment coordinator and catchment host 

CaBA reporting 2020/21 

 Received reporting form last week- explanation on reporting form. 

 Rely on everyone to supply information to Jessica and Rebecca. 

 Information feeds into an annual Benefits report. 

CaBA National Success Measures 2021/22 

 Explains Nation Success Measures 

 Engagement, improving resilience, Monitoring and reporting. 

 

How do we want to address equality, diversity and inclusion within the partnership and 

its activities? 

 Ian: An area we struggle in when doing community events, only people of a certain 

age, class. Would be good to do a workshop. 

 John B: Get Dilawar (Thames21) to do a presentation on it, how we practically go 

about engaging sectors of the community that aren’t usually represented in 

activities. Have a special project aiming to address this so sure Dilawar can run 

workshop at future meetings. 

 Timothy: Share similar demographic with volunteers. Have an engagement team 

who work in less represented communities.  

 Action: Timothy hand over details to the engagement team at CRT. 

 Jessica: Possibly a joint workshop with Dilawar and a person from CRT 

engagement team. 

 Pankit: Good idea to give a workshop, can be a sensitive issue so good idea to 

have a professional in this field to educate and expand knowledge that we have so 

far. 

 Richard: Developing a toolkit to demonstrate a community demographic. Toolkit is 

in progress, is internal, but will hopefully become external soon. 

 Action: Richard to share toolkit. 

 Dave: Is there data about which groups are underrepresented already? 

 Richard: Can feedback on this. 
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 Action: Richard to feedback on information regarding which groups are 

underrepresented in toolkit. 

 Action: Jessica can share insights about that with Dave from a Thames21 

perspective. 

 

Governance of the LLCP 

 Explained by Richard James. 

 Has been quite informal so far and everyone has worked well together, so want to 

maintain that, but also need structure so we know what we’re here to discuss. 

 

Proposal 

 Tier 1: Funding partners, LA 

 Tier 2: Collaborative project delivery 

 Tier 3: Community groups- e.g Love the Lea event 

 Tier 4: Individual management of projects- project teams that feedback into 

partnership. 

 

 Want partnership to extend beyond meetings- we know who to contact if we want 

to, have discussions as and when you want to. 

 
Any thoughts on proposal: 

 Ian: Proposal looks good, talk us through the timeline? 

 Richard: Indicative of what it might be, frequency, meetings towards the end of the 

quarter. 

 Stuart: Looks good, confusion about how many meetings. 

 Richard: Tier 1 would have 4 meetings a year, Tier 2 would join for 2 and Tier 3 

would join for 1- happy to try and see how it goes. If some partners want to be 

more/less involved then it’s adaptable. We need to self-evaluate our partnership to 

see if it’s working. 

 Stuart: In our team, we have discussions about how to raise an awareness 

campaign for voices in Hackney that haven’t been involved previously. 

 Jessica: Tried to balance it out into not too many meetings, stress that this isn’t the 

only time we can talk to each other. Organise meetings with project partners if you 

want to zoom in to certain issues. This is an opportunity to discuss at a catchment 

level. 

 John: Use Jessica and Rebecca to help organise meetings. 

 Ian: Would we want to invite politicians to Tier 3 meetings? Having it on site 

demonstrates examples of what can be done. Would be nice to have a recent 

success to demonstrate. Could have one or two presentations from people. 

 Jessica: Could formally launch the story map at that event. Want community 

groups’ stories to end up in the story map. Like the idea of inviting councillors. 

 John: Is a good approach, could be simplified a little bit, possibly combine Tier 2 

and 3. Tier 3 would provide more support and have more confidence if they 

attended more than 1 meeting a year. Also a simpler structure. Challenge would be 

that they would be very large events. 

 Richard: How do we choose who attends? Keen for there to be a catchment wide 

view where we can, as most community groups have a local focus. Will it be too 

much of a challenge with too many groups? 
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 Timothy: Is really in support of the way the tiers are broken up. From experience it 

can get a bit messy including community groups at initial stage. 

 Ian: Could engage with community groups outside of that annual meeting. Could 

Jessica or a small group have smaller meetings with them to give them an update? 

 Jessica: Tend to attend Haringey Rivers Forum meeting. New WF Rivers Forum. 

Rebecca going to help set up groups link between Dagenham Brook. 

 Kayan: Story map, could we put blog on there to put regular updates on, to keep 

everyone informed.  

 Action: Jessica need to find out if we can upload minutes from meetings to 

increase transparency. 

 John B: Can put minutes on websites if not on storymaps. Could have one or two 

representatives from each borough area or groups if there are too many people to 

make it a much more manageable system. 

 Action: Everyone have a think about it. 

 Jessica: For now going ahead with this. 

 

London Lea Project tracker 

 Rebecca and Jessica making sure the storymaps is finalised. 

 Action: Please submit projects and photos on there. 

 Jessica: Discussion of creation of maps to show locations of wetlands, reedbeds 

and SUDs. Do you support that idea? 

 Kayan: All on same map, with different colour pins? 

 Jessica: Could have different layers for different types of project. Details are being 

discussed. 

 

 

4 Constructed wetlands discussion 

 

 John: Had discussions with Haringey, Enfield and Waltham Forest about Coca Cola 

money. Have £300k for improving water quality in the Lea Valley through 

constructed wetlands in. Can’t deliver constructed wetlands in Hackney as is not 

surface water. Splitting the money across these three boroughs. 

 John: Can now contribute to the delivery of 5 constructed wetlands- 2 in Enfield: 

Oakwood park and Wilbury Way, 2 in WF: Memorial Park and Chestnuts 

Showground, 1 in Haringey: Chestnut Recreation Ground. Wanted to run past this 

group to make sure it has the support of everyone. Any objections or thoughts? 

 Pankit: How solid is this? Are there any chances to have 6 instead of 5? Perhaps 

having 2 projects in Haringey. 

 John: Got £300k, £75k in Chestnut Rec but if we can deliver that cheaper then we 

can put money elsewhere. Always up for delivering more with the same amount of 

money. Can’t go beyond £75k. Is money that Thames21 have, is capital money. 

 Ian: Enfield pooling that money with borough capital money. Have you explored 

opportunities Pankit? 

 Pankit: Haringey have to rely on capital funding. Can funding be split equally? 

 John: Money needs to be spent over the next two summers, ideally constructed by 

September 2022. Have to monitor success of wetlands by March 2023, so we can 

deliver evidence on the effectiveness of the wetlands, need time for wetlands to 

establish. 

https://survey123.arcgis.com/share/fdee1f61f2ae445b8f58a1ed26ef7883
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 Ian: A lot of work done to get to this point. If we can demonstrate success on these 

projects than could go back to Coca Cola for more funding in the future. 

 John B: Aiming to engage other businesses. 

 Tim B: Push partners down the green route.  

 John B: £150k into Enfield, £75k into WF, £75k into Haringey. 

 Stuart: As Hackney isn’t getting wetlands, are they going to get any money to 

improve their water quality. 

 John B: The water quality issues in Hackney is not caused by Hackney itself. The 

wetlands will deliver some benefits for water quality in Hackney, but the solutions 

aren’t there because of the combined system. Would need 30-40 wetlands in 

Hackney to deliver good water quality. Enfield have about 9 and modelling has 

been done to show effects.  

 Action: John share water quality modelling website from Enfield with Stuart. 

 

EA funding- Richard 

 There is potential funding from the EA- FCERM funding looking at flood risk so 

could be suitable for some of these projects. 

 WEIF: To deliver WFD benefits, so potentially a suitable pot of money to help 

deliver projects. 

 Action: Richard chat with John, Pankit, Ian and John C about which projects this 

funding may be suitable for.  

 Not a huge pot of money compared to the Coca Cola funding, but does have 

potential to get a project over the line if there is a short fall. Project tracker is a great 

first port of call, make sure projects are on the tracker. Helps Richard to be aware of 

the project so then can start to be discussed. WEIF funding allocated annually. 

 Jessica: Rebecca and Jessica here to support regarding funding bids. 

 John: For both WEIF funding as well as external funding as well. 

 

5 Outfall safari and Riverfly monitoring in the London Lea 

 Successful Outfall Safari training that ZSL gave. 

 This training focused on rivers in Enfield, next year ZSL will run Outfall Safari 

training for other areas in the London Lea. 

 Thames21 and ZSL will deliver some digital training and on location events. 

 Action: Jessica send round dates for this when she has them. 

  

6 Partner updates 

 Tim B: Just finished environmental newsletter. Key topics: Biodiversity net game 

plans, healthy rivers and Oxford rivers project, surface water management plan now 

open for applications. Website updated yesterday, how to apply on there. 

 Action: Jessica share newsletter with partners once received. 

 Action: Email Cath’s updates to all. 

 Timothy: Upcoming event in September, refurbishing line of ecosystems in Sherry’s 

Wharf previously installed by Thames21. They’ve all outgrown and are being 

replaced with matting. 

 Action: Timothy to send photos of that project for story map. 

 Kayan: Putting programme together on building new SUDs for financial year. 

Hopeful for 10 sites, but unsure on amount of funding currently. 
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 Stuart: The River Lea has become highly political in Hackney over last couple of 

months due to Hackney Beach. 

 Niamh: Local MPs, councillors and Mayor are now interested in the Lea, growing 

interest so would be good to talk about in separate meeting. 

 Pankit: Chestnut Park delivering a wetland. New scheme coming up in Muswell Hill 

junction, a small wetland. One of the busiest junction so try to reduce road runoff. 

Idea is to be constructed in March 2022 so should be finished by September 2022. 

 John C: Three projects in South Chingford moving through detailed design phase. 

Memorial Park, Larks Wood should move into construction phase’s autumn of this 

year. Rolls Sports Ground will move into construction phase next spring. 

 Ian: In addition to what was discussed, looking at doing smaller wetland sites soon. 

Going to construct small wetlands in parks, and developers are paying Enfield 

Council to build them. Also diverting drainage from an existing Thames Water 

sewer into it. Also talking to a couple of schools. Enfield have just published blue 

and green strategy. Have published urban wetland design guide worked on with 

ZSL. Have just submitted a £20m bid to government’s levelling up fund. 

 Action: Ian send link round to blue and green strategy and urban wetland design 

guide. 

 Kayan: Who will manage the wetland? 

 Ian: Managing a wetland won’t be any more difficult that managing any other green 

space- so will be managed by the Parks department. What happening at Hackney 

Beach? 

 Stuart: Hackney Beach- people swimming in highly polluted water. Main issue is the 

pollution from the outfall and getting caught at specific area. Political so should be 

able to drive action forward as a result. 

 John B: Thames21 are hosting the Oxford Bathing water project, part funded by 

Thames Water. Writing second bathing water status application in the country for 

Oxford. Project gone down well for Thames Water with a lot of community 

response. If successful, enable Thames Water to spend more money in improving 

the infrastructure in that catchment. Will put more constraints on the EA. Key to this 

is council being on board. Potential meeting on this at some point. Designate 

specific section of river as bathing water status. 

 Action: Rebecca organise a separate meeting to talk about water quality in 

Hackney. 

 

7 Next meeting, AOB and close 

 Next meetings 7th September and 14th December. 

 

AOB:  

 John update from Thames21. Just posted a link in the chat for the catchment 

monitoring cooperative (catchmentbasedapproach.org). All about using citizen 

science to monitor rivers in a better way. This cooperative has submitted a bit to the 

Ofwat innovation fund, just found out that it has got through the first stage. The 

larger Pymmes Brook catchment put forward as demonstration area. £3.2m 

programme over 2 year demonstration. Involves citizen science and community 

monitoring. Could drive forward further engagement within the Pymmes Brook 

catchment (includes Pymmes, Salmons and Moselle Brooks) so covers Haringey 

and Enfield. 
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 Jessica: Closes meeting.  

 


